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THE LIVRE D’ÉCOLIER (P.CAIRO JE 65445) : 
SOME PROBLEMATIC ISSUES 

Valentina Millozzi 

Since its publication in 1938, the so-called Livre d’écolier has aroused lively interest for 
two main reasons1 : first, from a sociological perspective, it is currently the best preserved 
example of a teacher’s notebook from the Graeco-Roman world. The structure of the book, 
still clearly visible, enables us to follow a student’s education in Greek from the very 
beginning with alphabets and syllabaries to the reading and comprehension of literary 
passages2. Then there is its literary content : the Cairo papyrus in fact preserves, within the 
anthology section, fragments of texts hitherto unknown which are significant for our 
knowledge of Hellenistic literature : the two adespota epigrams, a comic monologue from 
an unknown comedy, and a new version of Straton fr. 13. This paper focuses on different 
aspects, already touched on by Guérard and Jouguet in their editio princeps but still unre-
solved, relating to the external structure of the roll and its reconstruction, with constant 
reference, as a result, to the text’s structure and content. 

Let us start with the size of the roll. Presently, only the bottom half is preserved, split 
into two quite long portions : the left part is 66 cm long, the right 176 cm. The editors cal-
culated the length of the lacuna in between as c. 6,5 cm, making the book’s overall length 
248 cm4. We know, however, that it was originally longer because the opening portion, 
unlike the end, does not survive5. How much of the roll’s beginning is lost is hard to esta-
blish ; nevertheless, we can assume it was at least 22 cm longer in order to display the 
complete table of consonants linked with each vowel. In fact, 18 columns are missing 
before the preserved columns of 	 and �, including the letters from � to � within the alpha-
betic order6. It is probable, though no textual evidence proves it, that the alphabet was the 
first exercise of the school book7. The original length of P.Cairo JE 65445 would therefore 
have been ca. 2,80 m, below average for Ptolemaic period rolls, but sufficient to be a 
school-roll, a type we rarely discover due to the wear and tear which resulted from their 
constant use8. 

We can also guess the height of the roll on account of the content of the papyrus, in par-
ticular regarding the section containing the passage from Straton’s Phoinikides. Originally, 
the text occupied at least one column and a half at the end of the anthology and just before 

1  This book is so named in the editio princeps by Guéraud / Jouguet (1938). See also Cribiore (1996), no. 379 ; 
MP3 2642 ; LDAB 1054. P.Cairo JE 65455 comes presumably from the Fayum, and is now kept in the Cairo 
collection. It is written in a standard bookhand of the late third century which « seems to have been the norm 
for schools » ; see Cavallo / Maehler (2008) 10. 

2  Thus Guéraud / Jouguet (1938) xvii–xviiii, and more recently Cribiore (1996) 53 ; (2001) 38–39. 
3  The first epigram (SH 978 = lines 140–154 in P.Cairo JE 65445) concerns a fountain and mentions a person 

named Arsinoe : whether Arsinoe Philadelphos or Philopator is unclear. The second (SH 979 = lines 155–161) 
celebrates an eminent individual who is probably Ptolemy IV Philopator. If so, P.Cairo JE 65445 could be 
dated to 221–205 BC. On the epigrams, see Settis (1965) ; Ronchi (1968) ; Fraser (1972) II 609–611. Comic 
monologue : PCG VIII 1072–1073 (= lines 162–184) ; the fragments probably belong to the same comedy. 
On Straton, see PCG VIII Straton (Phoinikides) fr.1 (= lines 185–215). The same fragment also appears in 
Athenaeus (9, 382c–383a), but the text differs slightly. 

4  The lacuna was calculated on the grounds of external evidence, specifically the average size of each kollema : 
see Guéraud / Jouguet (1938) xii. The papyrus roll is made of 16 kollemata which are irregular in length 
(c. 10–17 cm, averaging 16 cm). 

5  The end of the roll is preserved in a blank kollema measuring 14 cm. 
6  The same alphabetic structure occurs in the next table : ��, ���, ��� … up to ��� repeated for each vowel (9–

15). 
7  See Cribiore (1996) 269. 
8  Pestman, Prim.2 4–5 : « In the Ptolemaic period a roll was usually c. 320 cm long and c. 32 cm high. » 
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the final section containing mathematical exercises9. Only the bottom of the two columns 
survives, with a gap between them of about 11 verses, which we can estimate by compa-
ring the version in Athenaeus10. We can then assume that the second column was originally 
25 lines long and 16 cm high (i.e. the preserved bottom part of 14 lines plus the 11 from 
Athenaeus). If so, the roll, presumably wrapped, was mutilated roughly in its top half (10 
cm) ; its overall height was about 21–22 cm, margins included11. The editors did not 
attempt to estimate the height of the roll since they did not consider that the exact coinci-
dence of 11 verses between the papyrus’ text by Straton and Athenaeus’ version was a 
reliable criterion12 ; this concern is partly understandable when one compares the two texts. 
Certainly Athenaeus’ text has five more verses spread throughout the first part of the text 
and missing in the papyrus ; but the second part, on the contrary, does not feature any 
remarkable textual differences. 

A further piece of evidence, however, confirms the roll’s height as 23 cm, for I believe 
it is also possible to establish the original height of the column which displayed the Mace-
donian calendar. The previous column ends, interrupted by a table of syllables, with the 
mention of two Macedonian months : Audanaios and Peritios (19–20)13. The editors were 
not completely convinced of the calendar’s presence in the school text despite the textual 
evidence, and the lack of available parallels in 1938 compounded this. However, subse-
quent papyrological discoveries have confirmed that the names of the calendar months 
occurred in school texts as lists of set words along with, far more frequently, Egyptian 
calendar names14. Furthermore, it is notable that in some instances the scribe puts the lists 
of month names near the syllabaries (simple combinations of two or three letters), as we 
find it in our papyrus15. It apparently put the learning of calendars at a very basic stage of 
ancient education, before memorizing other categories of names (such as deities and geo-
graphical or mythological names). 

A useful parallel for restoring our calendar section in P.Cairo JE 65445 is P.Louvre 
inv. N 2328, a contemporary Ptolemaic school text from Memphis16. It contains a complete 
list of Macedonian months in the sequence of the agricultural year, starting in September 
and ending in August (from the month of Dios to Hyperberetaios), as in the Egyptian 
calendar (from Thoth to Mesore)17. Since the same sequence is attested also in later papyri 
which have lists of months, we can conclude that this was the way in which the calendar 

9  In the present state of the papyrus, Straton’s fragment covers lines 185–215 (= PCG fr. 1, 4–50). The start of 
the passage is lost, unlike the end which is marked by a coronis (215). 

10  Athen. 9, 382c–383a. The text of the two fragments differs : Athenaeus quotes three more verses at the begin-
ning (likely lost in the lacuna of the Cairo papyrus) and some others scattered throughout the body of the text 
(PCG VIII Straton, fr.1, verses 9, 12, 16 and 22). By contrast, the papyrus (213–215) has three new verses at 
the end which are not transmitted by Athenaeus. On the reconstruction of Straton’s Phoinikides, see Livrea 
(1980). 

11  The size of the bottom margin (3 cm) is quite uniform along the whole length of the roll ; presumably this 
was the case for the upper margin too. 

12  See Guéraud / Jouguet (1938) xiii. 
13  Before the clear reading �	
���� (20), the editors correctly restored ����������� (19) : see Guéraud / 

Jouguet (1938) 2–4. 
14  Names of calendar months in school texts : see Cribiore (1996) 43. Some examples of lists of Greek months 

from the Ptolemaic period are P.Cairo Zen. IV 59754, closely contemporary with our papyrus as it belongs to 
the Zenon archive (first part of III BC), and P.Louvre inv. 2328, a list of Attic and Macedonian months (II 
BC ; see further in the text). Egyptian calendar names : Fournet (2001) 167, no. 6 (II AD) is a school text lis-
ting Egyptian months with the respective number of days ; P.CtYBR 3678 and P.Vindob.G 1090 (both V AD) 
are lists of Egyptian months. 

15  See e.g. T.Wurzburg k 1020 and SB XXVI 16597, both school tablets from the Byzantine period. In the Livre 
d’écolier, the syllabaries occur at lines 1–18 ; the list of months (from 19) immediately following seems to be 
the first of the word lists in the papyrus. 

16  This papyrus was published as P.Par. 4 by Clarysse (1983) 58 ; see Cribiore (1996) 196, no. 98. 
17  On Macedonian and Egyptian calendars and their coexistence in Greek and Roman Egypt, see Pestman, 

Prim.2 39. 
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(both in the Macedonian and in the Egyptian version) was memorized by students at 
school. 

If we accept the height of 23 cm (as discussed above), the lost column after Peritios can 
be filled precisely with the names of the eight months that follow in the attested list (from 
Dystros to Hyperberetaios). The bottom part is easily reconstructed since it contains part of 
a list of 30 numbers, more likely corresponding to the 30 days of the months of the Egyp-
tian calendar – as was argued by Boyaval – rather than to an arithmetical exercise as the 
editors conjectured18. The column thus has 21 lines of writing – 8 month-names plus 13 
numbers separated by the upper part of the table frame – and is 18 cm high ; together with 
the margins, it measures ca. 23 cm in height. 

The size of the columns, reconstructed using the Straton passage, and apparently confir-
med by the calendar section, helps with another difficulty. As we have seen at the begin-
ning, one column is lost in a lacuna between the roll’s two extant parts ; only a few letters 
from the lower left margin remain. Can anything be conjectured about the content of this 
lost part ? 

Beginning of the list of rivers List of cities ?
(ed. Guérard-Jouguet) (new hypothesis)

Lines x–51 :
unknown list 48� ���

� ���

� 	�����

� 	�

(coronis)

[± 12 lines]
48� ���

� ���

� 	�����

� 	��

 (coronis) 
Lines 52–5� :
list of  
toponyms 

52 ����������

� ����

� �����

55� ���	����

� 	
���������

� ��
�������

52� �� !	��

� ����"�������#�

� $���

� %����
����

� &
'������

� (�
'��)�

The lacuna comes after a completed list of names of Greek deities, and before the end of a 
list of rivers ; the column must start with a new list of words since the previous column 
ended with a coronis : after that, a new list of words begins. It is hard to establish the 
nature of the list as only the first four letters of the last four lines remain legible ; neverthe-
less, we can assume on the basis of the roll’s estimated height at the top that the list was 
arranged in ca. 16 lines, i.e. 12 in addition to the 4 extant lines, containing 2–3 words per 
line19. 

We can guess at the subject matter of this list. First, it is probably a list of proper names 
which students had to memorize, just as with the other lists on the papyrus ; given this, it 
seems relevant that it is inserted between a list of deities and a list of rivers. Then, if we 
compare other school models which contain lists of names, and exclude the categories 
already present in the text (i.e. Macedonian month names, Greek deities, cities, rivers, and 
mythological names), we can find some plausible parallels20 : names of Egyptian deities 

18  See Boyaval (1982). 
19  If we accept the figure the editors give (6,5 cm), the lost column was similar in length to the next one which 

has three river names per line. 
20  For papyri with only lists of words, see Cribiore (1996) nos. 98–128 ; also nos. 308, 380, 390, 395, 400 and 

411 (other kinds of exercises). On cities, see below. 
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(i.e. following the list of Greek deities) or more likely other toponyms (i.e. islands, moun-
tains, but perhaps also springs, sanctuaries and sites more connected with religion)21. 

The end of this unknown list is clearly marked by a coronis : what follows (another six 
lines of text at 52–57) is, according to the editors, the beginning of the list of rivers set in 
the next column, since in their reconstruction they integrated the few letters which are pre-
served with the names of rivers and the � in eisthesis with the title ������� (52)22. This 
conjecture is questionable. First, it generates the repetition of the name (�
��*� at 57, 
which occurs also at the end of the list in the second column (66). Such a mistake is not 
implausible (even if it should be taken as extrema ratio in the interpretation of a rough 
passage), but the editors supposed the presence of at least two such additional mistakes in 
the same list of rivers23. It seems unlikely that a scribe, who has shown himself impres-
sively competent in the rest of the text, should make one repetition and two misspellings in 
the space of ten lines. Then the list of rivers, as the editors reconstruct it, appears exces-
sively long. If we consider the fact that the two columns have three words per line each, 
and that at least ten lines are lost in between, the whole list would have contained roughly 
65 rivers24. This seems like too much, compared with the other lists in the papyrus and in 
view of the function of such a list, namely to memorize and learn relevant names. 

Alternatively, the end of this column could contain the beginning of a list of cities, in 
which case the list of rivers was originally limited to the following column. Let us start 
with the textual evidence. The last three lines can be restored with three names of cities25 : 
%���
�� (55), &
'��� (56) and (�
'�) (57) ; the extant � of the title would be part of 
�+!	�26. All three toponyms are attested in literary sources and well-known in lexico-
graphy27. Moreover, Stryme and Ismaros are in Thrace and Erymnai in Lycia ; checking the 
following list, almost all the rivers mentioned (13 out of the extant 15) are located in the 
same areas : Thrace / northern Greece and the Anatolian peninsula28. It is unclear whether 
this indicates a marked interest in particular regions, or simply reflects the compiler’s use 
of a geographical sourcebook concerning these regions29. 

21  Note P.Berol. inv. 13044 recto (late Ptolemaic), which preserves, below a literary text, the so-called Laterculi 
Alexandrini, a list of extraordinary items (famous men, the Seven wonders, the largest islands, highest moun-
tains, rivers, springs) ; see Legras (1994) 167–169 ; Cribiore (1996) no. 380. 

22  See Guéraud / Jouguet (1938) 9–10. 
23  ���
�� for $��
� (59) ; ,�-���� for ,!-���� (63). 
24  This figure results from reckoning on a total of 22 lines (54–57 + 10 lines lost in lacuna + 58–65) : each one 

would hold three names, and the last line (66) only one. 
25  The list opens at 54, since the extant letter is not an iota in eisthesis (see below), but a tau at the beginning of 

the line ; thus the first name started with $�. 
26  Ismaros : Barrington 51 F3. Erymnai : Barrington 65 G3. Stryme : Barrington 51 E3. For ��+!	�, the title 

was made of two lines in eisthesis (52–53) ; after �+!	�, the following line could be filled as ���"�������# so 
that the title refers to both the cities and the rivers in the list. 

27  Ismaros : Od. 9, 40 and 198 ; Stryme : Hdt. 7, 108, 2 ; Erymne : Alex. Polyh. FGrHist 273 F 49. Also Hesych. 
s.v. %���
�� ; Steph. Byz. s.v. %���
��, (�
'�), &
'���. 

28  Anatolian rivers : the (���.
�� in Phrygia and Bithynia, the %���� in Lycia (not the Indian river as 
Guéraud / Jouguet [1938] 9–10 assert) ; the /0!)�, attested both in Lycia and in Paphlagonia ; the 12������, 
the (���.��
�� and the (�+	� in Troad. Rivers from northern Greece : in Thrace, the 3�
��, the (�
'4
��� ; in Macedonia, the misspelled ,�!.���� ; in Thessaly, the �5�	��. At 61–62, I restore instead : the 
6�!�!#��
��, a Paphlagonian river ; the 7
������ from Epirus instead of the Asiatic ,
.����� (ed. pr.).�

29  Ptolemaic influence in the region of Thrace, Lesbos, and coastal Asia Minor (i.e. Lydia, Caria, Pamphylia, 
Cilicia), often depending on the ongoing Syrian wars (c. 274–217 BC), is well known and widely attested 
also in papyrological sources ; see Montevecchi (1988) 107–111. The papyri from the Zenon archive (e.g.
P.Cairo Zen. I 59036 ; III 59341 ; P.Col.Zen. 11 ; P.Mich.Zen. 23) are relevant here : Zenon was an immigrant 
who moved to Egypt from Caria and remained closely linked to his homeland ; see Préaux (1947) 12–14. 
Many geographical treaties circulated in the first Ptolemaic period as a result of new interest in the field 
stimulated by Alexander’s conquests. We may mention here Callimachus’ On the rivers of the inhabited world
(Souda s.v. 6�!!#����� [� 227]) and his pupil Philostephanus’ On the cities of Asia (Athen. 297f). On the role 
of geography in Alexandrian scholarship and the eminent position of Callimachus’ work, see Fraser (1972) I 
10 and 523–553. 
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Indeed, this reconstruction, which excludes any mention of the further parts of Asia, 
challenges the idea that the Livre d’écolier is the expression of the geographical know-
ledge typical of the early Ptolemaic era, influenced by, if not based on, the conquests of 
Alexander the Great30. The primary purpose of the toponym list was presumably to help a 
pupil to read literary works by memorizing unusual names common in Greek literature, 
from Homer to learned Alexandrian poetry31. This perspective sets our papyrus apart from 
the genre of paradoxography which the other almost contemporary Livre d’écolier, known 
as the Laterculi Alexandrini, represents32. This may then reflect the existence of different 
strategies in the education system of the early Ptolemaic period for teaching pupils how to 
master the classics of Greek literature. 
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�
.���� (Il. 2, 835). 
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